STUDENT REPORT

1. Students stated that they highly appreciated the lectures and readings given.

2. There was a warm welcome for the introduction of seen exam questions this year and students expressed that they would hope for this to be rolled out generally for all exams.

   **ACTION: BA Tutor to look into this.**

3. Some students expressed that they would like to have numerical marks for their formative essays.

   The BA Tutor stated that this had been a standing question but that he would unfortunately not see this happen in the foreseeable future.

4. Students asked if Level 6 syllabi could be available ahead of choosing and weather an option evening could be organised.

   **ACTION: BA Tutor to look into this.**

5. It was brought to the BA tutor’s the Philosophy Society, according to some students, did not engage in enough PR work or put on interesting events. Furthermore, it was stated that the society’s focus was too much on MA matters.

   **ACTION: BA Tutor to pass these comments on to the Society Executives.**

6. Students stated that the discontinuation of the Cumberland Lodge ‘Away-Day Weekend’ had happened without consultation of the student body. It was stated that the replacement study days were less impactful due to being non-residential.
The BA Tutor clarified that previous insufficient demand had led to this decision.

7. The Students expressed that there had been a request for clarification for beginner students about what the expectations for Philosophy are.

The BA Tutor stated that the proposed changes to Year 1 teaching for the coming year would address this.